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PRECISION ACCELEROMETERS FOR GRAVITY 
GRADIENT MEASUREMENTS 

An accelerometer, based on a microwave sapphire resonator, is under development for application in 
a compact gravity gradiometer. This gravity gradiometer potentially can be used in space gradiometry, 
precision navigation, and geodesy. The principle of operation of the accelerometer is based on 
measurements of classical spring- proof-mass displacements, which are converted to phase shifts in the 
output signal of a sapphire microwave resonator transducer. A prototype accelerometer has demonstrated 
a figure of merit sensitivity [Q(djldx)] of 3.9 X 102 MHz/{tm. With a proof mass of 4500 g and a 
cantilevered beryllium-copper spring having a spring constant of about 60,000 N/m, this result 
corresponds to the detection of micro-g accelerations for low-frequency «1 Hz) components of the 
acceleration vector by means of a precision frequency reference source. 

INTRODUCTION 
A gravity gradiometer is an instrument that measures 

the spatial rate of change of the components of the gravity 
field. In contrast to a gravimeter, which measures the 
strength of the gravity field, a gradiometer is more sen
sitive to the high-frequency spatial variations in the field. 
Variations in gravity are caused by variations in mass. 
Since gravity gradients decrease faster with distance than 
the gravity field itself, a gradiometer is sensitive to nearby 
changes in mass whereas gravimeters are strongly influ
enced by more remote perturbations. As a result, a gra
diometer is a particularly useful tool for detecting buried 
objects and nearby geological voids. Gradiometers are 
also used to survey the high-frequency variations in the 
Earth's gravity field. Because a gradiometer measures 
force or acceleration gradients, it is not sensitive to the 
linear acceleration of the platform supporting it, render
ing it particularly suitable for use on moving vehicles 
(including aircraft and spacecraft). 

Many different types of gravity gradiometers have 
been proposed as instruments for measuring gravity gra
dients. 1-7 In general, gradiometers consist of pairs of ac
celerometers, incorporating proof masses and springs, 
that undergo differential acceleration when acted upon by 
the gravity gradient. The change in position of the proof 
mass in each accelerometer is linearly related to the 
amplitude of the acceleration. This displacement is de
tected by coupling the accelerometers to an electronic 
system that converts the displacement of the mass into an 
electrically measurable signal. The gradient is obtained 
from the difference between the accelerations measured 
by the accelerometers. 

Most gravity gradiometers use some type of capacitive 
coupler, piezoelectric sensor, or magnetic field supercon
ducting quantum interference device as detectors. Since 
the resolution of the gradiometer depends on the measure
ment sensitivity of the accelerometer, the design of 
the accelerometer is critical to the development of the 
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gradiometer. Gravity gradiometers that use superconduct
ing quantum interference devices have been designed for 
resolutions of <10- 3 E· Hz- l12 [1 Eotvos unit, E, is 
a change in gravitational acceleration of 10-9 rn/s2 

(10 - 10 g or 0.1 /LGal) over a baseline of 1 mJ.8 Thus, for 
resolutions smaller than 1 mE to be achieved, supercon
ducting detection techniques are used to measure the 
extremely small displacements of the proof mass. 

Gradiometers that use superconducting quantum in
terference devices, however, are too large to be transport
ed easily. A transportable gravity gradiometer that uses 
a pendulous force rebalance accelerometer with capac
itive pickup rings has been developed,9 but this device 
with its support equipment is the size of a large motor 
home. Furthermore, it has demonstrated resolutions of 
10 E rather than the desired resolutions smaller than 1 E. 

The design of the APL gradiometer described in detail 
in this article does not focus on improving the resolution 
of existing gradiometers but rather on producing a simpler 
and more compact instrument that will not require super
conducting devices to detect proof mass displacements. 
This approach greatly simplifies the design of the gravity 
gradiometer as well as its operating logistics. The reso
lution of this prototype gradiometer is limited by its 
design to about 1 E, depending on its configuration. 
However, it will still be able to yield useful information 
for a variety of missions. 10,1 I With a sensitivity of 1 E, 
for example, the gradiometer could be used to detect 
underground voids 5 m in diameter at a depth of 25 m. 
If faster integration times «1 s) were used, the gravity 
gradients associated with these subterranean voids could 
also be mapped at higher data rates, enabling the gradi
ometer to be placed on a moving platform. 

The approach adopted at APL for high-resolution mea
surement of proof mass displacements involves using a 
microwave resonator transducer cavity as a displacement 
detector. I 1- 14 In this article we describe the design of such 
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an accelerometer in which the displacement of a proof 
mass, subject to the gravity force , modulates the resonant 
frequency of a sapphire microwave (9.6-GHz) resonator. 
By placing the sapphire resonator in a phase bridge, we 
can easily measure the phase modulation of a reference 
signal induced when the proof mass undergoes a displace
ment. We will present details about the prototype micro
wave transducer design and discuss data on initial accel
erometer performance. 

GRA VITY GRADIENTS 
As a conservative force field, the gravity field can be 

determined from a potential function ¢(x) at each point. 
The gravitational force is the field components and the 
derivatives of ¢(x) : 

a¢ 
g(x) = ax ' (1) 

etc., using the geodesy sign conventions rather than the 
- (minus) sign in physics. The gradients of the gravity 
force, which are the rates of change of each field com
ponent in each direction, are thus the second derivatives 
of the potential and can be represented by a second-order 
tensor 

a2¢ a2¢ a2¢ 
ax2 axay axaz 

r= a2¢ a2¢ a2¢ 
ayax ay2 ay az 

, 

a2¢ a2¢ a2¢ 
(2) 

azax azay az
2 

which is symmetric owing to the properties of the field. 
As a result, six of the nine terms are independent gradi
ents. For locations where mass is not present (outside the 
solid Earth, for example), the gradients satisfy Laplace's 
equation, 

(3) 

leaving only five independent components. 
Those gravity gradients where the variation of the field 

component is taken in the same direction as the unit 
vector for the component are called "inline" gradients. 
Such a gradient can be measured by a pair of accelerom
eters whose sensitive axes are parallel and along the 
separation vector. In the following example the inline 
gradient of the x-component of the field in the x direction 
is being estimated. The outputs of two oppositely directed 
accelerometers along the x axis can be expanded by a 
Taylor series 
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gel) = gx(O) + x agx 
ax 

g(2) = -gx(O) + x agx , 
ax 

(4) 

leading to 

agx = gO) + g(2) 

ax 2x 
(5) 

where the separation is equal to 2x. 
If five independent inline gradients are measured, all 

five independent gradient functions can be determined at 
the same point. The cross gradients, such as a2¢/ax ay, 
are related by rotations to inline gradients that are not 
along the coordinate axes. There are, however, many 
practical advantages to having a symmetric array of sen
sors. Thus, the proposed system will consist of six inline 
accelerometer pairs oriented along the diagonals of a 
regular dodecahedron (Fig. 1). In this configuration the 
trace of the gradient tensor, which is known to be zero, 
will also be measured. This measurement will help to 
ascertain the level of noise of the gradiometer. 

ACCELEROMETER FOR GRAVITY 
GRADIOMETRY 

The proposed gravity gradiometer consists of six pairs 
of accelerometers placed on a symmetric dodecahedral 
mount (Figs. 1 and 2). The distance between opposite 
accelerometers is about 30 cm, and the proof masses 
weigh about 1 kg each. The electronic and mechanical 
systems, consisting of the microwave phase detector and 
thermal and vacuum systems, are placed beneath the 
actual gradiometer. On the basis of the present design of 
the mass spring system, the sensor part of the gradiometer 

Enclosure 

Feed-through 

Dodecahedral 
mount 

Figure 1. Gravity gradiometer configuration showing six pairs of 
colinear accelerometers placed on a dodecahedral mount. 
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Figure 2. A simplified diagram of a single accelerometer. 

is about 75 cm in diameter and weighs about 25 kg. Its 
support equipment takes up about one standard-sized 
equipment rack. 

In order to assess the proposed technique, we devel
oped a set of accelerometers for evaluation of mechanical 
characteristics and microwave resonator sensitivity. Each 
accelerometer consists of a set of proof masses suspended 
symmetrically on a beryllium-copper spring. This spring 
has a diameter of 4 in. and a spring constant of approx
imately 60,000 N/m. The design is a derivative of springs 
originally developed for Stanford University's Gravity 
Probe B Program. 14 The mechanical characteristics (lin
earity, spring constant, and quality factor) of the spring 
mass system were investigated by mechanical resonance 
techniques. For this purpose, proof-mass displacements 
were measured with a microwave cavity transducer as 
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well as with a laser interferometer. 10,15 The spring in the 
APL accelerometer has a mechanical resonance frequen
cy of about 17 Hz with a single 4.5-kg proof mass at
tached to the hub of the spring (Figs. 3a and 4a and b). 

We investigated the operation of the microwave trans
ducer by modifying a sapphire resonator, originally de
veloped as a microwave signal source, and integrating it 
with the spring mass system (Figs. 3a and b). This mi
crowave resonator is designed in a whispering gallery 
mode and is made of single crystalline sapphire with the 
optic or c axis perpendicular to the plane of the resonator. 
This type of resonator supports high quality factor (Q) 
microwave whispering modes, which have been the topic 

(a) 

Output 

Side view Top view 

Figure 3. Details of an accelerometer: (a) the spring and proof 
mass displacement phase detector circuit and (b) a cross section 
of the sapphire resonator. 
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Figure 4. Photographs of the prototype 
one-axis gradiometershowing (a) the labo
ratory test set-up, including the sapphire 
cavity resonator, spring, and proof masses, 

(a) 

and (b) the accelerometer assembly. Mea- (b) 
surements reported in this article were 
made with this prototype. 

of many investigationsy ,I6,J7 The name "whispering 
mode" i derived from the acoustic analogy of an audio 
resonance that can be observed in the rotunda of St. Paul's 
Cathedral in London. There, acoustic signals are reflected 
against the wall of the rotunda and can be heard by an 
observer anywhere along those walls. The microwave 
version works the same way: electromagnetic waves are 
internally reflected inside the sapphire ring resonator. 
Experiments showed that the sapphire resonator operates 
in a hybrid whispering gallery mode II with a resonant 
frequency of 9.6 GHz, having a loaded Q of 73,000. 

As shown in Fig. 3b, the sapphire resonator has the 
configuration of a rectangular ring supported by a thin 
inner webbing. The outer and inner radii are 25 and 
15 mm, respectively, and the ring 's thickness is about 
20 nun. A sapphire tuning disk was attached to one of the 
masses and placed at a nominal distance of 2.5 mm from 
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the sapphire microwave resonator. The resonator is cou
pled to a reference signal from a frequency synthesizer 
that has an output power of -5.0 dBm. A change in 
position of the sapphire di k with respect to the sapphire 
resonator introduce a small change in the resonance 
frequency of the re onator. This phase shift is detected 
with a DC coupled mixer yielding a voltage (Vef» mea
sured as a function of displacement of the tuning disk. 

A least-squares analysis of the data in Fig. 5 yields a 
tuning constant of dVef> ldx = -0.371 mV· ]Lm- I. The 
tuning constant dVef> ldx. may also be expressed I I in terms 
of the characteristic phase detector constant Kef> and the 
slope of the phase change d¢ against displacement dx 

(6) 
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Figure 5. Phase detector signal as a function of proof-mass 
position. The measurements were taken at a frequency of 9.6 GHz 
and at room temperature. Theslope isdVJdx= -0.371 mV . j.tm-1. 

where 

de/> 2Q df 

dx fo dx (7) 

Given a maximum value of dVq/dx at a resonancefo= 9.6 
GHz, the figure of merit Q(dfldx) for the present accel
erometer equals 3.9 X 102 MHz· p.m- I

. Given this value 
for Q(dfldx), displacements of about 10- 8 m could be 
resolved with a microwave transducer using a reference 
source with a frequency stability (dflfo) equal to 10- 10 for 
sampling frequencies smaller than 1 Hz. This result 
implies that micro-g accelerations can be resolved with 
the accelerometer if the sapphire resonator transducer is 
adequately stabilized. II 

These initial results have demonstrated the proof of 
principle for using sapphire resonator transducers as dis
placement detectors in accelerometers. Additional work 
will be needed to increase the transducers' sensitivity and 
frequency stability. For gravity gradiometry, the relation
ship between the gravity gradient (L'lg) and the differential 
proof mass displacement (&) is4 

(8) 

where x is the baseline between the two accelerometers 
(30 cm) and W m represents the mechanical resonance 
frequency of the beryllium-copper spring [(27r)17 rad/s]. 
Hence, a gravity gradient (Llg) of 1 E produces ex
tremely small differential displacements (Llx) of about 
2.8 X 10- 13 m. Further improvements to the accelerom
eter are necessary before this instrument would be able 
to detect gradients of this magnitude. 

Some of these improvements are currently being ad
dressed by increasing the phase detector's tuning constant 
K¢. By reducing the spacing between the sapphire tuning 
disk and the resonator, the parameter dfldx (Eq. 7) will 
also be increased, improving the sensitivity of the trans
ducer and spring-mass accelerometer. A series of design 
modifications has been implemented that addresses the 
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mechanical properties of the spring as well. A new spring 
has been designed that has a spring constant of about 
17,000 N/m and a mechanical resonance of 30 Hz with 
a proof mass of 1 kg. Its diameter has also been reduced 
by a factor of 2, which will further reduce the size of the 
accelerometers and enable the baseline (Llx in Eq. 8) to 
be shortened . 

CONCLUSION 
Using a classical spring-proof-mass system coupled 

to a sapphire microwave (9.6-GHz) resonator transducer, 
we have demonstrated a sensitivity, Q(dfldx) , of 
3.9 X 102 MHz· p.m. With this sensitivity the beryllium
copper spring and proof-mass accelerometer can resolve 
accelerations at the micro-g level. To increase the reso
lution of the accelerometer, we are redesigning the 
spring- mass system by reducing the spring's size so that 
its spring constant will be reduced to about 18,000 N/m. 
Future improvements will address the electromagnetic 
coupling between the sapphire tuning disk and the res
onator. Sensitivity can also be increased by reducing the 
spacing between the tuning disk and resonator; optimiz
ing the phase detector circuit's tuning factor (K¢); replac
ing the tuning disk with a second resonator, similar in 
design to the microwave resonant cavity, for increased 
electromagnetic coupling; and improving the mechanical 
rigidity and temperature stability of the accelerometer. 
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